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0BProgram Title: Hate Free Room Pledge 
PROGRAM DEVELOPER  1BPROGRAM LENGTH  2BDATE IMPLEMENTED 





  9/8/15 
6BCURRICULUM AREAS  7BPROGRAM SUMMARY 
 Lifelong Learner 
 
Students can fill out pledges stating that they will keep their room hate free. 
 Identity 
 Ethical decision Making 
 
 Goal Setting and Planning 
 Time Management  
 Study Skills/Test Taking Strategies  
 Personal Wellness 
 8BPROGRAM SIZE 
 Positive Risk Taking 
 Relationships 
 
x 3-10 students 
 
 31-40 students 
x Appreciation on Differences  11-20 students  41-50 students 




LEARNING OBJECTIVES (Audience, Behavior with action verb, Condition, Degree) Essential knowledge, concepts, skills, performances… 
Students will be able to fill out pledges stating they want a hate free room. 
MATERIALS 
Attach copies of materials designed/selected for student/instructional use 
PREPARATION / MANAGEMENT 
Paper, Tape, Markers/Crayons/Colored Pencils Get supplies ready 
INSTRUCTIONAL PROCEDURES 
INTRODUCTION (hook, focus, key question, motivation) 
 
9BTell students that as members of their wing community, it is up to them to appreciate one 
another’s differences and pledge to be free of hate. 
 
BODY OF PROGRAM (Active, student engagement, learning, developing) 
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 Have students fill out hate free room pledges if they choose to. They can decorate them however 
they see fit, but they should include the phrase “Hate Free Room.” 
CLOSURE (summary, wrap-up) 
 Wrap up the program by having students hang up their pledges outside their doors. 
EXTENSIONS AND/OR RELATED ACTIVITIES List and describe 
NA 
SOURCES USED IN PREPARATION OF THIS LESSON PLAN List and describe 
NA 
 
REFLECTION ON STUDENT LEARNING, ASSESSMENT & LESSON IMPLEMENTATION (What worked, didn’t work, will do differently 
and next steps) 
Students appreciated being able to demonstrate that their rooms were safe spaces free of hate and liked knowing which spaces they 
could enter that would be free of hate.  
 
 
